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ABSTRACT
In recent years a growing number of countries have constructed data series on job creation
and job destruction using establishment-level data sets. This paper provides a description and
detailed comparison of these new data series for the United States and Canada. Pint, the
Canadian and United States industry-level jobcreationand destruction rates are remarkably
similar. Industries with high (low) job creation in the U.S. exhibit high (low) job creation in
Canada. The same is true for job destruction. In addition, the overall magnitude of gross job
flows in the two countries is comparable. Second, the time-series patterns of creation and
destructionarequalitatively similar but do differ in a number of important respects. In both
countries, jobdestructionis much more cyclically volatile than jobcreation.This cyclical
asymmetry is, however, more pronounced in theUnitedStates. The paper finisheswitha
characterizationof the jobflowpatterns using a modified Blanchard and Diamond (1992)model.
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and NBERI. Introduction
Considerablerecent research by economists has been devoted to the measurement and
analysis of the job-creation and job-destruction processes.' The basic findings of these
studies for the United States are that gross job creation and job destruction substantially
exceeds the corresponding net changes inemployment, thevast majority of job creation and
job destruction occurs within sectors as opposed to reallocation of employment across
sectors,jobcreation and destruction vary systematically with plant characteristics such as
plantsize, andjob destructionis much more cyclically sensitive than jobcreation.As
moredata series on gross job flows become available for a growing number of countries, the
question arises as to how gross job flows compare across countries.
As a first step, this paper examines the cross-country differences and regularities in
gross job flows for the United States and Canada. This is a natural step to take for a number
of reasons. First, parallel to the measurement efforts in the United States, high quality
longitudinalplant-level data for Canada necessarytomeasurethe gross job flows accurately
havebeen developed as well. Data quality and consistency problems inherently plague the
measurement of gross job flows.Spuriousflows canbe genented if longitudinallinkages of
establishments arebrokenmistakenlyby changes in ownership structUre or statistical
processing (e.g.,mergers,divestitures, takeovers, ownershipchanges,name or minor
address changes, changes in corporate status,changesin employertax or otherids, etc.).
The datasets underlying the measurement of gross flows for this study are arguably the best
'For U.S.studies, ace Leonard (1987). Duane, Robes andSamuelson (1989), Davis and Haltiwanger (1990,
1992),Davis, }ialUwangcr andSchulz(1994) andBlinchardandDiamond (1990).In flnsA.see Baldwin arid
Goreclci (1990,1992). Roberts(1994) compares employment flows for three developing countries Colombia,Ozile.
and Morocco. Davis, Haltiwangcr and Schulz (1994) summarizes a number of studies for various industrialized
economies.
1datasets available for avoiding longitudinal linkage problems.2 Further, the datasets used for
the analysis in this study have been developed sufficiently to allow for measurement of gross
flows for a relatively long time interval. Thus, the proximity of the United States and
Canada and the similarity of the database development make for a natural testing ground for
these newly developed statistics on the dynamics of the labor market. The similarity in the
economies provides a useful cross-check for the independent measurement efforts in each
country. The differences in the two countries provide a first step in using cross-country
evidence to help identify the factors that affect the pace and timing of job Wmover
Our approach pursues two basic lines of inquiry. First, both the time-series and the
cross-sectional patterns of job creation and destruction are examined. Giventhatthe U.S.
andCanada have experienced relatively similar business cycles over the 1972-1986 period,
we ask -- Do the time-series patterns of job creation and job destruction look similar in the
two countries? We are particularly interested in whether the striking asymmetry in the
relative time-series variances of job destruction and creation in the United States is also
present in Canada. Additionally, do common industries in the U.S.andCanada share similar
patterns of gross job flows? Given that an industry in Canada and the U.S. is likely to use
similar technologies and face companble sunk costs, one might expect that industries
characterized by high (low) job turnover in one country would have a tendency to experience
high (low) job turnover in the other country. Mitigating these technological stories is the
Sec the discussion in the appendix of Davis }laltiwanger and Schuh for discussion of the measurement
difficulties in measwing gr flows and the advantage, of using the Longitudinal RacistS Database (LRD) for
this purpose. Similaiiy. see Baldwin sad Gorecki (1990b) for a discussion of the waits of the C.n.A.n data.
There were many problems in developing these data for this purpose. Many pemoa yws went into the development
of the data and there is a long list of individuals at both the U.S.Bureauof the Census and Statistics muds who
have been involved in these efforts. Longitudinal linkage problems are an inherent — of developing this type of
data because of the continuous process of change that the business population is undergoing. The advantage of these
datasets relative to others is that there is considerable auxiliary information available to aid in the process of creating
the longitudinal links. Nevesiheless, given these difficulties, an important aspect of this crou.countiy comparison
is to provide a cross check on the data quality and the measurement methodology.
2fact that unionization,plantsize,andmarket sizes differ markedly in the two countries.
Second, we present a simple model of gross job flows and the labor market based on
Blanchard and Diamond (1992) which helps characterize the role of aggregate and allocative
shocks on job creation and job destruction. We then use this model to guide our analysis of
CanadianandU.S. job flows data.
The paper addressestheseissuesutilizing plant-leveldataon employment changesfor
Canadaand the U.S.. The Canadian data come from Statistics Canada's Annual Censuses of
Manufactures and the U.S. data come from U.S. Census Bureau's Longitudinal Research
Database (LRD). For this study, considerable effort was made to harmonize the construction
of the job flows variables across the two countries. Thus, the data are quite comparable.
The main findings of the paper are:
(1) While the time-series patterns of net changes of employment, job creation, job
destruction, and job turnover (the sum of creation and destruction) are similar
qualitatively, there are substantial differences in the quantitative variability of the net
and grossjobflows. In both countries, job creation and destruction are inversely
correlated, job destruction is much- more volatile than job creation, and job turnover
is countercyclical. However, each of these properties is more pronounced in the
United States.
(2) Examining cross-sectional data, there is a remarkable similarity in the patterns and
magnitudes of the industry-level avenge job-creation and destruction rates. Two-digit
industries with high (low)levelsof job creation, job destruction, job turnover, and net
employment change in Canada have correspondingly high (low) values in the U.S..
(3) Using pooled cross-sectional time-series data on U.S. and Canada job
flows data, variation in job flows is explained, to a large part, by industry and
year effects. Country effects, while statistically significant, have little
explanatory power when modelingjobflows variation.
(4) The remarkably similar industry patterns strongly point towards
technological differencesasthepredominantfactor accounting for between-
industry differences in job flow rates. Further evidence in support of this
interpretation is the finding that in both countries the cross-industry variation
in the job flows is tightly connected to cross-industry differences in the size
distribution of employment. That is, in both countries, industries where the
3typical worker is employedat a large plant havesubstantially less jobturnover
thanindustries where the typical worker is employs at a small plant. In
addition,the cross-industrypatterns ofthe sizedistribution ofemploymentare
verysimilar across the two countries.
The paper is organized in the following fashion. The next section describes the
datasetsused and basic measurement of job flows. The third section provides a comparison
of job flows in Canada and theU.S..The fourth section sets out a basic model of job flows
and labor markets. The fifth section provides basic estimates of the relative importance of
country,industry andyear effects. The final section closes with brief concluding remarks.
11. Data andMeasurementIssues
The main objective of this paper is to compare the patterns of job creation and
destructionin the U.S.and Canada. Job creation and destruction are measured as jobs
gained and jobslost--defined simply asthedifference inemploymentinestablishments
betweentwo periods.Theresulting summary measures provide indicators of job turnover at
the plant level. Note, however, thatdifferencesinthenumberofworkersemployed in a
plantrepresent net employment changesinthe plant's employment opportunitiesand do not
reflect thechange in thecompositionof employment opportunities or the workforce.Thus,
theyprovide a lower bound onthetotal amount of job turnoveratthe plant level.
The employment flow measures utilizedin this studyareconstructed from individual
plant-levelmicro-dataon employment.Total job-creationmeasures for both Canada and the
UnitedStates are calculated by summing employment gains at expanding and new
establishmentswithin a sector betweenperiodt-1andt;totaljob destruction bysumming
employmentlosses at shrinkingand dyingestablishments within a sectorbetweenperiod t-l
andt.Rates ofgrowth betweenperiodt-1and t (P05.,) and ratesof decline(NECL) are
calculatedby dividing total job creation anddestruction, respectively, bysectorsize.Sector
4size (XJ is calculated as the avengeof employmentbetween period 1-1 and t. The
difference between POSI and NEQ is net employment growth (NET1). The sum of P05,, and
NEQ is used to measure the total job-turnover rate (SUM.) of a sector between t-l and t.
These four measures, POS NEG,,, NET,, and SUM1, will be the focus of the empirical
analyses which follow.
The data used in this study come from two recently developed plant-level longitudinal
databases. The Canadian data are from an annual census of the Canadian manufacturing
sector and cover the period from 1972 to 1986. The United States data come from the
Annual Survey of Manufactures covering the period 1972 to 1986. The details of the
construction of these datasets can be found in Baldwin (1990a, 1990k,) for the Canadian data,
and Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1994) for the U.S. data.
Many previous cross-country comparisons of various aspects of intra-industry mobility
have suffered from a lack of data comparability.' This is mainly the result of differences in
the way statistical agencies collect and organize data on firms and their plants. In order to
improve the relative comparability of the Canadian and U.S. plant-level job flows data,
samples and definitions used for the estimates were careflully harmonized.4 In the Canadian
case, this meant using a larger sample than previously; in the United States, it meant using a
more restrictive definition of birth and deaths. As a result, some of the turnover estimates
'Arecentexample ofjust such a problem can be found inthe Cable and Schwalbacb study (1991) that mparn
entry rates across countzies. Cantli.n entry data wbich were constnscsed especially (or that study to include
greenfield and merger entry are set side by side with U.S. data that ver basically only greenfidd entry.
This included augmenting the flnsih.i. data with a set of nIlseaablisbn.mta,icaggregating industry
groups, and redefining him and death criteria for the U.S. data.
5for Canada and the United States reported herein will not match previous calculations.'
111. Basic Patterns of Job flows In Canada and theVS.
Thissection provIdesadescription andcomparisonofthepatterns of Job flows In
Canadaand the U.S. over the 1972-1986 period. The analysis is twofold. First, the time-
series fluctuations of job creation and destruction are examined. Next, the avenge annual
rates of job creation and destruction are disaggregated by two-digit industry.
Tune Variation of U.S. and Canada Job flows
Table 1 presents annual rates of job creation (POS) and destruction (NEG), net
employment growth (NE'!) and the total turnover rate (SUM) for Canada and the United
States. Previous research in both countries (Baldwin and Gorecki, 1990b; Davis and
Haltiwanger 1990) has stressed that job creation and destruction occur simultaneously. In
Canada, net change is negative in 1974, 1977, 1979, 1982 and 1983; but there is substantial
job creation in these years-mon than 7 per cent in each year ofnegative netjob growth.
The same pattern can be found in the United States where there is substantial job creation
even when net rates of change are negative.
The two countries differ in terms of net job creation. The Canadian manufacturing
sector experiences small but positive growth over the period being studied; manufacturing in
the United States declines at an annual rate of 1.2% annually.' The total turnover rate
(SUM) is equally high in both countries averaging about 20% annually. It does not differ
significantly in the two countries. It also has very much the same range in both
$Inparticular, for the Canadian data compare the numbers reposted herein to Baldwin and Gorecki (198Th,
199th, and 1990b) and the US data in Davis and Raltiwanger (19fl).
There is a discrepancy between th, estimated act employment growth from the LRD and theimplied net
growth from the published Annuai Suivey of Manufactures (ASM) data. The rensona for this discrepancyare
discussed at length in Davis, Haltiwanger, and Scbuh (1990,1994).
6countries--varying from a lowof 17% toahigh of 23%. Additionally, the rate of job
creation is negatively correlated with the rate of job destruction in both countries. However,
this inverse relitionship is much more pronounced in the UnitedStateswhere the correlation
is-0.78 while the same correlation in Canada is -0.47.
Figure Ia and Figure lb show the movementsinjob creation and job destructionfor
the U.S.and Canada.The top panel plots the job-creation time series for both countries
whilethebottom panel graphs the analogous job-destruction series. Examining the top panel,
onesees thatthe job-creationmovements differ markedly between the countries inthe 1975-
1979 and 1985-1986 periods.TheU.S. experienced a much larger contraction in job
creationduringthe 1975 recession than Canada but experienced a more rapid rebound in job-
creation activityin1976. In the 1985-1986 period, Canada's job creation remained quite
high while the U.S.'s dropped off substantially after the 1984 iecovesy. The rank correlation
coefficient forthe job-creation series between the two countries is .264 and is not statistically
significantatthe .05 level.Interms of volatility, job creation is substantially more volatile
in the UnitedStates.
The patterns of job destruction in the two countries are somewhat more coherent in
Canada and the U.S.duringthe 1972-1986 period. The main difference in the two series
appearsduring the1975recession, wherethe U.S.experienceda sharp increase injob
destruction. The rank correlation between the job-destruction series for the two countries is
.810. Again, however,job destruction is substantially more volatile in the U.S.relativeto
Canada.
Figure 2 plots thetotaljob-turnover (SUM) and the net employment-change (NET)
seriesfor the twocountries. Movementsinnetchangesare similar in the two countries (the
rankcross-country correlation is.7 asare thefluctuationsintotal job turnover
(cross-country correlationis 0.53). Both the Canadian and U.S. job-turnover series have a
7slight upward trend. Fitting a simple linear time trend to both series yields a trend
coefficient (standard error) of 0.38 (0.094) tbr Canada and 0.11(0.14) for the UnitedStates.
In results not reported here, this difference is also found to exist for most 2-digit industries.
To illustrate the magnitude of the increase in Canada, the rate of total job turnover (SUM)
averages 18.7% from 1972 to 1976 and 22.5% from 1983-1986. In terms of volatility, net
employment growth is more volatile in the U.S.andthe volatility of total job turnover is
very similar in the two countries. The latter may scm surprising since the separate
components of total job turnover (creation and destruction) are both substantially more
volatile in the U.S. However, the negative covariance between creation and destruction is
greater in the U.S. which offsets the higher individual variances.
The cyclical properties of job turnover also differ somewhat between the two
countries. As stressed by Davis and Haltiwanger (1990, 1992), job destruction is more
cyclically sensitive than job creation in the United States. This is evident from the higher
time-series standard deviation of job destruction (3.3) than for job creation (2.2)reported at
the bottom of Table 1. As noted at the bottom of Table 1, this implies that the time-series
variance of job destruction is more than twice that of job creation. An implication of this
striking asymmetry in the time-series volatility of creation and destruction is thatgross job
turnover is countercyclicai. The pearson correlation between the net job-growth rate andjob-
turnover rate for the U.S. is -0.54. These same qualitativepatterns hold for Canada, but the
quantitative effects are somewhat muted. The time-series standard deviation of job
destruction (2.2) does exceed that of job creation (1.8) for Canada. Thisimplies that the
time-series variance of job destruction is about one andone half times larger than the
variance of job creation. Further, the time-series correlation betweennet job growth and
total job turnover is -0.25. As Figure 2 shows,part of the reason for the smaller Canadian
correlation is that the Canadian turnover rate exhibits a significarnpositive trend. Hence, as
8the Canadian manufacturing sectorcontinued togrow in the mid 1980s, so did volatility.
The magnitude of job creation andjobdestruction observed both in Canada and the
UnitedStatesisnot unique to these countries or developedcountriesin general. For the
industrialized economies, Davis,Haltiwangerand Schuh (1994) summarize a number of
studies of individual countries with estimated rates of job turnover that lange from 16.0
percent in Germany to 23.5 percent in Sweden.7 These rates are quite similar to those
reported here for Canada and the United States. For developing countries, Roberts (1994)
constructs job flows statistics for three developing nations, Colombia, Chile and Morocco.
He finds that gross job flows substantially exceeds net employment changes, and that job
turnover lies in the range 26.2 and 30.6 for the three countries. This is roughly 25%-50%
higher than that found in Canada and the U.S. and other industrialized economies. However,
it illustrates the ubiquitous nature of concurrent job creation and destruction in all types of
economies.
Cross-Industry Variation in Avera2e Annual Job flows
Turning back to the U.S.-Canada comparison, aggregate job-turnover rates may hide
substantial differences between Canada and the United States at the industry level. In order to
investigate differences in industry-level job flows, the same job-turnover rates were
calculated for 2-digit industries. Table 2 presents the average annual rates for total job
creation (P05), total job loss (NEG), net job change (NET) and job turnover (SUM) for
As emphasized in the introduction, there are qâestions about dais quality and consistency over time for many
of these studies. Further, winyofthese studies are hued upon quite short time intervals. An in depth comparison
will only be possiblewbaicomparable data and methodology are used.
9two-digit manufacturing industries in Canada and the United States for the period 1972-
1986. The first point to note is that the patterns of job flows look remarkably similar
across the two countries. Sectors that have high job turnover in Canada generally have high
job turnoverinthe U.S.. This is especially true for the Apparel and Lumber industries of
both countries.Similarly, sectorssuch asPaper,Chemicals, Petroleum and Primaxy Metals
have relatively lowjobturnover ineach country.Thesecond point is that industrieswith
high (low)levels ofjob-creation experience high (low)levels ofjob destruction. Utilizing
thedata fromTable2, we construct within-countrycorrelations between jobcreationandjob
destruction. Thewithin-county rank correlation(standarderrors) between jobcreation and
job destruction is .672(.0016) for the US and is .831(.0001) forCanada.
To illustrate the similarities in industry job flows in Canada and the U.S., Table 3
provides cross-country rank correlations between the Canadian measures of job flows and the
U.S. measures. The rank correlations of job creation, job destruction, net employment
growth, and job turnover between the Canadian and U.S. data all show strong positive
correlations. The rank correlation coefficients between U.S. and Canadian job creation, job
destruction, employment growth, and job turnover are .868, .795, .778, and .815,
respectively. This suggests that there may be important industry chakacteristics that are
common across countries that help determine the patterns of inter-sectoral job flows. These
The Canadian and US two-digit industry groupings differ In two important respeas which affects our data.
First, Canada reports knitting mills separately from other textile mills. In this case we eonstnct the anaiogous US
industry which incorporates all plants In SIC 225. Second, Canada does not have a separate two-digit industry for
scientific equipmentas the USdoes (SIC 38.) The fln.4indatafor this industry is included in Miscellaneous.
In this study, therefore, weincludealt US producers in SIC 38inthe Miscellaneous category as weu. Finally.
because of disclosure reasons Tobacco Isexcludedfromtheanalysis.This causes the means atthebottomof Table
2 todiffer from themeans reportedinTable 1.
10industry effects areexplored morefullyin the second half of the paper.'
Overall, the cross-country comparisons yield severalstriking patterns.First,
qualitatively the patterns ofnetand gross flowsaresimilar.Bothcountries exhibit astrong
asymmetry inthe time-series volatility ofjob destruction relative to creation. However,
there are striking differencesinthe quantitative patterns. The asymmetry in the cyclical
volatilityof destruction relative to creation is more pronounced in the UnitedStates.
Further, the time-series volatility of both the net and the gross flows is greater in the U.S.
series.Second, the forces generatingcross-industry turnover produce a very similar pattern
thetwo countries. Industriesthatexperience high (low) turnover in Canada have high (low)
turnover in the U.S..
IV.A Model of Job flows and the Labor Market
Inthis section, we develop a simple model of the dynamics of job creation and
destruction. The motivation isto provide structure for interpreting the similarities and
differences in the behavior of job flows in Canada and the U.S.
The model is essentially a modification of the model in Blanchani and Diamond
(1992). The primary modification is to allow for multiple sectors so that intersectoral
differences in the behavior of job flows can be characterized. The determinants of job
creationanddestructionineach sector are described as follows:
Note, alsothat employment change due to plant cpeningsandplantdosingaarc way similar in the two
countñes. Industries cbanctcrizcd by high (low) entry job flow. in have conespondingly high (tow) amity
job flows in the US.Theseresults are reported in Baldwin, Dunne, and Haltiwanger(1994.)
11(1)
Y."y,(w,cç,,6) (2)
where x,is job desiniction in sectors,y, is jobcreationin sectors,w isthewage rate, the
a's are vectorsofstructuralcharacteristics(e.g.,technology, marketstructure, entry and exit
costs,hiring and firing costs) thatinfluencejob creation and destructionin sectors, the0's
arevectors of shocks that shift job creation and destruction (e.g., aggrega*e demand shocks,
allocative shocks, technology shocks). Job destruction is increasing in the wage rate and job
creation is decreasing in the wage rate. This specification makes clear that job creation and
destruction are appropriately characterized as the decomposition of the change in labor
demand into plants expanding and plants contracting employment, respectively.
Thejobcreation described in (2) is desired job creation. The hiring or matching
process to accommodate this desired job creation is given by:
h,'.m,(u,v) (3)
where h,is hires in sector s, u isthe unemploymentrate, and v. is the vacancy rate in sector
s. Thematching functionis increasing in u and v. This matching function captures the
notion thatthere are frictions in the processof matching firms creating jobsandworkers
seekingjobs. Empirically, Blanchard and Diamond (1990) found that the matching function
approximately exhibits constant returns to scale. Firms and sectors are heterogenous but
workers are homogenous. Hence, hires and vacancies are indexed by s but all firms hire
from the common unemployment pool. Further, the only source of worker turnover isJob
turnover —thatis, thereareno quits due to either bad matches of workers to job slots or
labor force exits.
Wages are determined by a Nash bargaining process summarized by:
12(4) V
where the wage functionis increasingin theratio (u/v).
Labor force growthis given by:
l-kw,€) (5)
where1, the laborforce growth rate, is increasing in w and c is a set of factors that shift the
laborforcegrowth rate.
Aggregate jobdestruction,hires, vacancies and jobcreationareby construction given
by:
'-EGA. maE*p,. vsEo.v_ ,-So;. ('1
where 4 is the employment shareofsectors.
The connection between job creation and destruction and unemploymentandvacancy
dynamics is given by:
(1)
dv '8)
Equations (7) and (8) are the heart of the model. They describe the precise
relationship between job flows and unemployment and vacancies. It is clear from (7) and (8)
that short run dynamics of job creation and destruction will be influcaced by the wage
determination process, the matching process, the structural characteristics (a) and the
aggregate and allocative shocks (.Thesteady state relationship implied by equations (7)
and (8) is given by:
13y—'-l; y,-m (9)
In the steady state, aggregate net job creation must equal labor force growth and
desired job creationmustequal hires in each sector. Note that individualsectorsneed not
satisfy the net job creation equal to labor force growth relationship. That is, even in the
steady state, some sectors may have higher than average net job creation while others lower
than avenge net job creation. This suggests that (9) is best interpreted as an intermediatC
run steady state that does not require a steady state distribution of sectoral employment
shares. Steady-state distribution of sectoral employment shares requires:
(10)
In the long run, all sectors must satisfy the net job creation equal to net labor force
growth relationship. However, individual sectors may satisfy this relationship but with
different gross rates of job creation and destruction. Further, and most importantly, equation
(10) implies that sectors with higher than avenge rates of job creation must also have higher
than average rates of job destruction in the long run.
Keyfeaturesof the model are illustrated in Figure 3 for a hypéthetical economy with
two sectors. Figure 3a depicts the long-run steady state. In the case depicted, sector 1 is a
low job-turnover sector and sector 2 is a high job-turnover sector. In terms of the model,
this isgenerated by differences inthe structural characteristics in the two sectors. Note that
byconstruction,theaggregatejobcreationand destruction rates are employment weighted
avengesofthesectoral rates. Forsimplicity,the two sectors are depicted as having equal
weights and there isnolong-runlaborforcegrowthin all panels of Figure 3. Figure3b
illustrates an intermediate run steady state. Sector 1 has higher creation than destruction
while sector 2 has higher destruction than creation, while in the aggregate job creation equals
14job destruction (recall the zero laborforcegrowth assumption for this figure). In the
aggregate,net job creation equals laborforce growthbutthisis not true for individual
sectorsin this intermediate run steady state,
Figure 3c depicts the impactofan adverse aggregate shock starting from thesteady
statedepicted in Figure Ia. The adverse aggregate shock causes job destruction to rise and
job creation to fall in both sectors. One fundamental question is whether job creation and
destructionrespondsymmetrically to an aggregate shock. Empirically, Davis, Haltiwanger
and Schuh (1990, 1994) and Blanchard and Diamond(1990) find that job destruction
respondsdisproportionately to aggregate shocks in the U.S.. Potential explanations for this
asymmetry are explored in these latter two papers as well as Caballero and Hammour (1992)
andMortensen and Pissarides (1992). For the present purposes, we are interested in
determining whether the nature of the cyclical asymmetry differs between the U.S. and
Canada. In the figure, job destruction is depicted as responding disproportionately to the
aggregate shock.
Figure 3d depicts the impact of an allocative shock that hits both sectors. The
ailocative shock causes job destruction and job creation to rise in both sectors. Here again
there may be an asymmetry in the response to allocative shocks. Further, there is no reason
that allocative shocks need, in general, to be common and/or have common effects across
sectors.
For the Canada and the U.S., we use these features of the model to address the
following questions: First, do we find that sectors with high rates of job creation also have
high rates of job destruction on avenge over the sample period? While this ultimately must
be the case, it is of interest to know whether over a 15 year horizon thislong-run property is
satisfied. Second,arethe sectoral rankings of job turnover similar across the countries?In
addressing this question,weare particularly interestedin whetherit is technological
15differences acrosssectors ormarket structure or institutional differences across sectors that
drive differences in the job-flow rates. If it is primarily technology differences, then
presumably U.S. andCanada should exhibit similar sectoral patterns. Ifit is primarily
market structure or institutional differences, then Canada and the U.S. may exhibit different
sectoral patterns depending on the degree of differences in market structure and institutions
across the countries. Finally, even without limited time-series, we are interested in
whetherthe U.S.and Canada exhibit noticeable secular or cyclical differences in the
behavior of job creation and destruction.
V. Empirical Analysis of Year, Country, and lndustiy Differences in Job Rows
To formally investigate the nature and source of the Canada, U.S. differences, we
estimate simple OLS regressions with job creation, job destruction, job turnover and net
growth as dependent variables with year, country, and industry effects as regressors. In
addition, we consider country-yeax inteiactions and country-industry interactions. The
objective of this exercise is to quantify the alternative sources of variation in the data.
Table 4a reports F-tests from these regressions. First, there are statistically
significant differences in job creation and net employment growth by year, by industry and
by country. Second, while job destruction has significant year and industry effects, there are
no significant U.S.-Canada differences in the mean rate of job destruction. Third, the
interaction of year and country is statistically significant for all measures. Fourth, the
country-industry interactions are not statistically significant for net employment growth but
are significant for job creation, job destruction and job turnover.
While Table 4a reveals considerable statistical significant differences byyear, country
and industry, Table 4b provides perspective on the quantitative importance of these
differences by reporting the adjusted R2 associated for alternative specifications. The results
16are striking. First,country effectshavealmostnoexplanatorypower in accounting for
variation in any of the measures. Second, industry effects have a very large role in
accounting for variation in job creation, job destruction, and total job turnoverbuta minimal
role inaccountingfor variation in net employment growth. The importance of industry
effects is especiallypronounced fortotal job turnover.Third,year effects are very important
in accounting for variation in net employment growth and are somewhat less important for
variation in gross job flows. Fourth, year effects play a more important role in the variation
of job destruction than in thevariation ofjob creation.Thisreflects the asymmetry in the
cyclicality ofjobdestruction and creation.
The picture that emerges from Table 4is that Canada and the U.S.lookvery similar
in the long run in terms of the industrial structure of job creation, destruction, turnover and
growth. It is important to note in this regard that there are large cross-industry differences
injob-flow rates. Nevertheless, theU.S.andCanada line up very similarly. However,
Canada and theU.S. exhibit considerableyear-to-year differences in each of these measures.
In terms of themodel,this suggests that the two countries have very similar cr-distributions
but are subject todifferent shocks(experiencedifferentC's).Further, themorepronounced
asymmetry in the relativevariances ofjob destruction and creationinthe U.S.suggeststhat
the propagationof cyclicalshocksmaybe somewhatdifferentin the twocountries (interms
ofthe model, this isthe responseofx and y to 0).
Thetime-series differences intheCanada,U.S.job-flowrates are depicted in Figure
4.Specifically,Figure 4depicts theyear-countryinteraction coefficients, controllingfor
common industry and year effects. In contrast tothe striking similarity intenus of long-run
rates,Figure4depictssubstantial year-to-year differences.Three features stand out from
this figure. First, the largesttime-seriesdifferences arein the net rather than the gross
17flows. Second, there is no obvious time trend in the differences.'° Third, the difference is
linked to the business cycle. Job destruction rises more rapidly in recessions in the U.S.
thanin Canada. Job creation rises somewhat more rapidly in recoveries but this effect is
relatively short-lived.Puttogether, the countercyclicality of job turnover is more
pronounced in the U.S.thanin Canada.
The above results indicating overwhelming similarity in the cross-industry differences
in job-turnover races between countries can be directly interpreted in light of the steady state
predictions of the model presented in section IV. This can be seen by examining the
empirical analogue of Figure 3. Specifically, we consider time-series averages by 2-digit
industry and plot them in the fashion suggested by Figure 3. The results of this exercise are
depicted in Figures Sa and Sb, for Canada and the U.S.respectively.Each 2-digit industry
is labeled with its SICnumber(see Table 2 for correspondence).
Two illustrative results emerge from this exercise. First, industries do line up
approximately on the 45% line. That is, as predicted by the model, high job creation
industries are also high job-destruction industries)' Ultimately, this is not surprising but it
is interesting that a 15 year period is sufficient for this 'steady-state' result to emerge.
Second, and more importantly, the ranking of industries in this manner is very similar in the
U.S.andCanada (which is precisely what the regression results told us). Within the context
of the model, this suggests that there are common factors in the two countries yielding
similar industry rankings of job-flow behavior.
'°Eor the United Stan, business cycle turning points based on USER reference cycle chronology (or this period
are as Follows. Cyclical peaks: November 1983, Junuary 1980, July 1981. Cyclical boughs: March 1975. July
1980, December 1982.
It is true that for the United States many industries lie to the sight of the 45 degree line given the net
contnctioe of manufacturing employment in the United States. However, it is still the case that the IS-yen industry
avenges exhibit the property that high job-creation industries also axe high job-destruction industries - it is this
prediction of the steady-state model that we an referring to in this context.
18These results strongly point towards technological differences as the predominant
factor accounting for between-industry differences in job-flow rates. Canada and the U.S.
share the same technology and havethe samesulking cross-industry patterns in job-flow
rates. Further evidence in support of this interpretation is presented in Figure 6 which shows
that an industry characteristic that lines up well with the job-flow rates is theaveragesize of
the plant at which the typical worker is employed (the coworker mean).'2 The cross-
industry differences in the coworker mean can be interpreted as reflecting differences in the
scale and sunkness of operations across industries) Figure 6 illustrates a tight connection
between the coworker mean of an industry and its job-turnover rates. Here, industries are
depicted in the manner suggested by the model but labeled by their zanldng by coworker
means. High turnover industries are clearly depicted as having relatively low coworker
means.
VI. Concluding Remarks
Recently developed longitudinal datasets in the United States and Canada permit a
The coworker mesa is developed sad analyzed in Davis and Haltiwanger (1990). It is literally the
employment weighted average size of the establichrw.,t. It is a mammary ntaauv which in contrast to the average
establishment size captures the notion that while the typical estabh.h.nns is snail, the typical worker works torn
large establishment. For example, the avenge establicbnwd size in the manubcturing sector in the United States
in 1987 is less than 60 workers. In contrast, the coworker mean in the U.S. manuhctnSg sector (the size of the
establishment for the typical worker) is more than 1700 workers.
°Thecross-industry differences in the coworker mesa can also be interpreted as reflecting differences in
market stnscture across sectors. We do not dress this interpretation for two macus. Fiat, if market stnrcWre
differences across industries were important in this context we would aped to observe greater cron.cctintiy
differences in net and job-flow rates since there are presaniably significant differences in market stnscture across
the two countries. Second1 the precise connection between the sizedistributionof employment and market stnzcture
is not well understood. In contrast, the connection between the coworker -andtechnologies seems, at least
to us, direct and unambiguous. For evidence in support of this interpretation ma Duane (1993). The latter paper
finds a close correspondence between plantsizeand the use of new manuhcturing technologies. This paper does
not attempt a complete investigation of the industry chnteristics and associated interpretations that help account
for the common cross-industry differences between countries. Some prslina analysis in this direction is
presented in Baldwin, Dunne, sad Haitiwinger (1994).
19much richer statisticalportraitof employment dynamics. Gross job creation and destruction
rates are measured in a comparable fashion for these two countries for the analysis in this
paper.The remarkable similarity in the magnitude andthecross-industryvariation in rates is
striking for a number of reasons. First, it suggests that these remarkably large rates of job
creation and destruction in each country arebeing measuredaccurately. Itis a striking fact
in both Canada and the U.S.manufacturingsectors that roughly one in ten jobs is destroyed
every year and one in ten jobs is created. While the datasets used for this study are arguably
the very best available for avoiding longitudinal linkage problems that plague the
measurement of gross flows, this cross-country comparison provides substantial further
supportforthe accuracy of these new statistics.
Beyond providing support for the accuracy of the statistics, the results in this paper
are striking in what they tell us about the nature of the similarities and the differences
between Canada and the United States. Canada and the U.S.undoubtedlydiffer in their
institutions, intheirmarket structures and in the shocks impacting the economy. However,
only the latter come through as having a strong effect.Thecommon technology as well as
other common elements dominate the long-run structural relationships across industries.
Accordingly, it is difficult to distinguish between the countries in terms of the industrial
structure of net and gross job-flow rates.
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22Table I
ACoaparisozi of Annual Wit and
Gross Job-change Rate, by Teart
Canada •nd V.5. Manufacturing Osatore
3373—3386
Canada United Stats
Job Job Net Total Job Job Net Total
GainLos.change Turnover Gain LossChange Turnover
(Poe) (Neg)(Net) (Sum) (Pos) (Neg)(Net) (Sum)
197311.1 6.6 4.5 17.6 11.9 6.1 5.7 18.0
1974 9.7 7.7 2.0 17.4 9.0 9.3 —0.0 18.3
1975 9.411.9 —2.5 21.2 6.216.5—10.3 22.7
1976 9.4 9.3 0.1 18.7 11.2 9.4 1.8 20.6
1977 7.8io.a —2.2 17.9 11.0 8.6 2.3 19.6
197813.3 8.3 5.0 21.6 10.9 7.3 3.6 18.2
197912.1 8.5 3.6 20.6 10.3 7.0 3.3 17.4
1980 9.0 10.1 —0.3 19.9 8.0 9.1 —1.1 17.1
1981 9.8 9.6 0.2 19.4 6.3 11.4 —5.0 17.7
1982 7.6 15.4 —7.8 23.0 6.814.5 —7.7 21.3
198310.712.9 —2.2 23.7 8.415.5 —7.2 23.9
198412.4 9.3 3.0 21.7 13.3 7.6 5.7 20.9
198512.0 9.4 2.6 21.3 7.911.1 —3.2 19.0
198612.910.5 2.4 23.3 7.912.1 —4.2 20.1
Mean 10.610.0 0.6 20.5 9.210.4 —1.2 19.6
(Std) 1.8 2.2 3.4 2.1 2.2 3.3 5.2 2.1
Corr(Poe, Meg) ——.47 (0.09)— —.78(.001)
Corr (Net, Sun) ——.25(0.38) ——.54(.04)
Var(Neg)/Var(Pos) —1.54 —2.17
Note: Std is standard deviation of the mean.
Corr is pearson correlation.
SOURCE: Special Tabulations: Business and Labour Market Analysis,
Statistics Canada and Centre for Economic Studies, Bureau of
Census, WashingtonTable 2
Acoaparison of Avsrag. Annual list and Gross
Job—Changa Rats. by 2—Digit ManufacturingIndustryr
CanadaVersus tbs Unitsd stats. 1973—1986
Industry Canada United States
JobJob Net Total Job JobNetTotal
Cain LossChange TurnoverGain Loss Change Turnover
(Poe) (Meg)(Net) (Sum) (Pos)(Neg)(Net) (Sum)
Food(20) 9.29.0 —0.2 18.1 8.69.8 —1.2 18.3
Tsxtiles(22) 8.7 10.1 —1.4 18.7 6.59.4 —3.0 15.9
Knit. I(ills(22.5} 9.9 11.2 1.3 21.29.2 12.0 —2.8 21.2
Apparsl(23) 13.213.7 —0.6 26.910.9 14.6 —3.7 25.5
Lumbar(24) 13.1 12.6 0.5 25.712.6 14.6 —2.0 27.2
Furniturs(25)13. 12.7 1.2 26.510.3 11.1 —0.8 21.4
Paper(26) 5.45.3 0.1 10.7 6.37.0 —0.7 13.3
Printing(27) 11.89.2 2.6 20.9 8.98.2 0.8 17.1
cheaicals(38) 9.37.9 1.4 17.1 6.67.4 —0.8 14.0
Pstrolsum(39) 6.87.3 —0.4 14.1 6.38.4 —2.1 14.6
Rubb.r(30) 11.68.6 3.0 20.110.8 10.5 0.3 21.2
Leather(31) 10.3 11.7 —1.4 22.08.7 13.8 —5.0 22.5
Stone, Clay,
Glass(32) 10.4 10.4 0.0 20.89.2 11.2 —2.0 20.3
Primary Metals(33) 6.47.1 —0.7 13.5 6.59.7 —3.3 16.2
Fabricated
Metals(34) 13.0 11.5 1.5 24.69.7 11.1 —1.4 20.7
Non—Electrical
Machinery(35)13.6 12.7 0.9 26.310.0 10.8 —0.8 20.8
Electrical
Machinery(36)11.1 11.5 —0.3 22.610.09.8 0.2 19.8
Transportation(37)l0.79.4 1.3 20.1 9.59.4 0.0 18.9
Xiscellaneous(39) 13.4 12.4 1.0 25.89.9 10.7 —0.8 20.5
Total 10.5 10.0 0.5 20.59.2 10.3 —1.1 19.5
Notes:
Averages correspond to all available years for each country listed in Table 1.
The United States two—digit Standard Industrial Code (SIC) is reported in the
parentheses.
SOURCE: Special Tabulations: Business and Labour Market Analysis,
Statistics Canada and Centre for Economic Studies,
Bureau of Census, WashingtonTabls 3
RankCorrelation. Bstn.n Canada and Us !aploym.nt Plows:
Cross-Industry Corr.1.tiont
United States
Job Job Ret Total
Gain LOBS Change Turnover
Canada
Job Gain .868 .558' .260 .719'
JobLoss .761? .795' —.197 .808'
Net Change .341 —.245 .778' .003
Tot. Turnover B'J2. .749 —.035 .815
Notes:
significantat 5% level.
'The data underlying the correlations are the two—digit industry averages
reportedin Table 2.
SOURCE: Special Tabulations: Business and Labour Market Analysis,
Statistics Canada and Centre for Economic Studies,
Bureau of Census, WashingtonTable 4a: F—tests on U.S., Year, and Industry Effects
Maintained Marg. Dependent Variable:
Regressors Sign.
Level of
Including P08 MEG SUM NET
Year, md U.s. 0.0001 0.3200 0.0001 0.0001
U.S.,mnd Year 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
U.S., Year md 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
U.S., md, U.S.*mnd 0.0005 0.0033 0.0001 0.9700
Year
U.S., md,U.S.Year0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Year
Table 4b: SummaryStatisticsfor U.S., Industry and Year
Regressions
Adjusted R2 Dependent Variable
with
Regressors: POS MEG SUM NET
U.S. 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03
Year 0.14 0.32 0.11 0.37
md 0.35 0.23 0.58 0.02
U.S., Year 0.18 0.32 0.10 0.40
U.S., md 0.39 0.24 0.59 0.05
mnd,Year 0.49 0.58 0.69 0.41
U.S.,mnd,Year 0.54 0.58 0.70 0.44
U.S.,mnd,Year 0.57 0.59 0.76 0.43
U. S.
U.S.,mnd,Year 0.64 0.62 0.73 0.55
U. S.I
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